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All life is made of carbon
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—

banana slugs, western red cedars, your fingernails and the dirt

beneath them. As humans, we strive to separate ourselves, building cities that sequester
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us from the wilder world. But we are made of the same elements and depend on the same
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resources as the rest of the life that surrounds us. We are part of one global ecosystem.
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This spring. The Planet dug into the past to find how genocide victims can be
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located, saw how the immediate threat of climate change weighs on tribal access
to food and culture, and explored future solutions for our resource needs, reaching
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even into space. We put humans back into the context of an ecosystem.
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Scientists study the ways we change the Earth. Less recognized are the effects the
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environment has on us. A 2014 military advisory study found climate change will not
only affect the way we use our environment, but also our security and the way we interact
with other nations. As we fnd ourselves vying for limited resources, we will have to
compromise our way of life to ensure all humans can have food, water and shelter.
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While reading, notice lessons we have learned from nature. Think about how
the world would be different without us

—

a sky full of stars rather than

streetlights. Consider how we would be different without the world.
From The Planet to you.
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,:

“Price of the Peak,” Hubbert’s estimates were exceeded by 2 million barrels per day. In “On
the Banks of the Duamish,” Boeing and the other LDWG parties were issued an Administrative
Order on consent jointly by the EPA and Washington State Department of Ecology. They are
paying for initial studies on the river cleanup but have not accepted liability. The photo for the
online exclusive “Cruising up North” is courtesy of Robert Worden.

THE PLANET MAGAZINE is the quarterly student publication of Western Washington University’s
Huxley College of the Environment. We are dedicated to environmental advocacy through
responsible journalism.
This issue of The Planet is printed on Mohawk Via uncoated bright white paper. It is made from
30% recycled content. Mohawk is a certified Women Owned Business Enterprise and is the first
U.S. paper mill to offset ioo% of its electricity with windpower renewable energy credits. It is
also the first U.S. premium paper mill to shift toward carbon neutral production. Basically, they’re
environmental superheroes; We are proud to support them..
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ON THE COVER
Water is an element of consequence. Both excess and scarcity can kill
us. We use it to grow our crops, feed our livestock and hydrate, yet it is
not readily accessible to all. Each drop is sacred.
- Brooke Warren
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UNEARTHING INJUSTICE
STORY SHANE NELSON I PHOTOS DAVID WAUGH

In February 2013, 70 bodies were buried behind the University of Tennessee Medical
Center in Knoxville on a plot of land surrounded by barbed wire.

FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGIST Amy Mundorff

led her students in digging graves as part of a
three-year project at the University of Tennessee s
Anthropological Research Facility to research and

in the 9/11 attacks, Mundorff was thrust into
a higher position. She worked 20-hour days for

computer programs can scan satellite images
from as far back as the 1960s for rectangles — a

months helping to identify victims of the attacks.
“She basically invented, to a certain degree,

common grave shape — and compare with newer
images, Medler said.
Mundorff hopes to learn how to use different

map mass gravesites using new remote sensing
technologies.
These technologies will soon replace the old
system of finding mass graves, which relied on
human accounts of possible gravesites before
beginning excavation.
Mass graves provide a glimpse into barbaric
crimes. Perpetrators are rarely caught while those
murdered and buried are rarely identified.

the systems we now use to try to figure out DNA
from dozens, hundreds, or in her case 3,000
victims,” Medler said. “Her dissertation was on
sifting rubble and identifying 3,000 people’s
DNA from chunks of fingernails and scalp mixed
with concrete.”
Mundorff’s current project uses remote
sensing to detect subtle changes in the ground
surrounding mass graves that are indistinguish

remote sensing technologies to maximize the
chance of detecting mass graves in the future.
Airborne lidar maps topography by shooting
lasers at the ground and measuring the time it
takes for them to return to the aircraft. Unlike
satellite lidar, low-flying systems shoot enough
lasers to differentiate between the overlying
foliage and the contours of the ground beneath.

Michael Medler, Western Washington
University geography professor and one of
Mundorff s project consultants, studies the use
of remote sensing technologies such as lidar and
satellite imagery. While Medler was teaching at
Rutgers University, he and Mundorff discussed
the possibility of using these technologies to
find mass gravesites and bring those responsible

able to the naked eye.
Specialized cameras mounted on airplanes
or satellites at various elevations can identify
different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum,

Now researchers can detect mass graves
under 30-year-old jungles over hundreds of
square miles, Medler said.
Medler wants to use these technologies in

Medler said.
Mundorff and her students created four
artificial gravesites to mimic mass burials. They
vary in size and number of bodies so she can

areas where mass graves are suspected but still
undetected.

to justice while providing closure to families of
victims.
Mundorff and Medler considered this idea
for years but lacked the facilities and funding
to study mass graves until the University of
Tennessee hired Mundorff as a professor in
January 2010. She and her students use bodies
donated to science.
Mundorff realized her expertise could be
applied toward finding and identifying victims
buried in mass graves while working to identify
victims of the 9/11 attacks, Medler said.
Mundorff was working for the New York
Medical Examiner’s Office at the time of the
attacks. She survived, emerging from the rubble
with minor injuries after being thrown 150 yards
by the impact of the collapsing South Tower.
After many of her co-workers were killed

document changes to the overlying ground and
vegetation. The disturbed areas can have visible
depressions and grow opportunistic plants, such
as kudzu and poison ivy.
More recent graves are easier to find. Older
graves, which have had time to blend in with the
environment, are more difficult. To find old graves,

OPPOSITE: Crimes against humanity occur on a large

scale in many parts of the world and some of them go
unseen for years. New technologies using satellites
and lidar help locate mass gravesites even years after
burial. (Photo illustration)
RIGHT: Researchers at the Anthropological Research

Facility in Tennessee bury bodies donated to science to
study and monitor the change of gravesites over time.
These photos show a fresh grovesite and the same site
with several months of growth.
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UNITED NATIONS
Current Peacekeeping Missions
2014

Lebanon
United Nations Interim Force
in Lebanon
Established 1978

Golan
United Nations Disengagement
Observer Force
Established 1974

Western Sahara
United Nations Mission for the
Referendum in Western Sahara
Established 1991

Middle East
Jordan

Lebanon

Syria
Egypt

United Nations Stabilization
Mission in Haiti
Established 2004

United Nations Truce
Supervision Organization
Established 1948

|e India/Pakistan
United Nations Military Observer
Group
Established 1949

Afghanistan
United Nations Assistance Mission
in Afghanistan
Established 2002

United Nations Operation
in Cote d'Ivoire
Established 2004

United Nations Interim Security Force
for Abyei
Established 2011

United Nations Multidimensional Integrated
Stabilization Mission
Established 2014

Democratic Republic of the Congo
Disputed regions involved in peacekeeping
United Nations Organization
Stabilization Mission
Established 2010

African Union-United Nations
Hybrid Operation in Darfur
Established 2007

United Nations Mission in
South Sudan
Established 2011

Countries involved in peacekeeping

Cort Wilson 20 April 2014. Sources: un.org/en/peacekeeping and geocommons.com 2014.

“When you see a rectangular trough 30

Kathleen Young, professor of anthropology

feet long hy 10 feet wide in Guatemala that still
has loose, unconsolidated soils that are 10 feet
deep — red alert,” Medler said.

at Western Washington University, has visited
and studied mass graves, such as those in Bosnia,
where Serbian paramilitary forces killed Bosnian

Humans have the density of water, which is
less than rock, so remote sensing technologies
can easily detect buried humans.
Mundorff hopes to use satellite technology
to monitor known gravesites in areas where wars
or conflict make it unsafe to visit in person.
Still, the only way to confirm a mass grave is to
excavate human remains.
Technological advances will not prevent mass
killings, but mass graves will be easier to find,

civilians during the Bosnian War.
“Sometimes people are motivated by hate

said Stefan Schmitt, director of the Physicians for
Human Rights International Forensic Program.
However, nobody is sure how effective the
application of remote sensing technology will be
for finding gravesites. Schmitt said he wonders
if researchers will dial in the technology enough
to distinguish between a buried body and other
decomposing organic material, like a buried horse.

and prejudice to kill other people. Sometimes the
circumstances allow them, and they develop hatred
and prejudice against other people,” Young said.
Mass killings are usually a product of tensions
deeply rooted in the history of a country or
region, said Lynne Bell, professor and forensic
anthropologist at the school of criminology at
Simon Frasier University.
“These are long-held hatreds of one group
against another that are manipulated by certain
players, often governments or those who would
like to be in power,” Bell said.
Environmental stresses such as climate
change restrict environmental resources and cause
large movements of people, which might lead to
conflict and mass killings in the future, she said.

Mundorff s project addresses the necessity
for technological advances to help uncover and
end an ancient wartime practice.
“It is a matter of sending a message to every
country in the world that you cannot get away
with this anymore,” Medler said, “You cannot
bury 60 people out in the jungle and walk away
thinking nobody will ever know. We will see it
tomorrow.”

SHANE NELSON is a sophomore who is

working toward a journalism degree at Western
Washington University. He enjoys riding his mo
torcycle, traveling and discussing current events
in his free time.
DAVID WAUGH is a Bellingham native pursuing

a degree in urban planning and sustainable devel
opment. He especially enjoys mountain biking,
backpacking, gardening and using photography
to capture nature s unmatched beauty.
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IMPACT
abroad

STORY YVONNE WORDEN | PHOTOS COURTESY OF CHARLIE ASHBAUGH & JASMINE GOODNOW

In the remote Lacandon rainforest of southern Mexico, James Loucky, an
anthropology professor at Western Washington University, befriended
a local man. Before he left, Loucky asked to take a picture of him. The
man agreed but first changed out of his T-shirt and blue jeans into a
traditional white tunic, ready to pose for the picture tourists expect.
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WHILE SPENDING money abroad, travelers may

think they are contributing to local economies.
However, in some regions, tourists searching for
an exotic experience may threaten a destination
rather than help it.
“People will do things because they are aware
travelers are seeking out something different or
exotic,” Loucky said.
In Thailand, Padaung women are renowned
for wearing neck rings that give an illusion of
longer necks to signal beauty and wealth. The
rings force the collarbones and upper ribs down,
making the collarbone slope and appear to be
part of the neck.
According to the Peoples of the World
Foundation, the tradition continues today as a
popular attraction for tourists.
“People play the native adeptly because
they know tourist dollars will flow,” Loucky said.
“It’s a weird situation. We go there looking for
the exotic and promote exoticism, and it may
not be daily life.”
Tourists can endanger the destination they
visit, said Jasmine Goodnow, assistant recreation
instructor at Western Washington University.
On African safaris, many drivers are tipped
to go off-road to get closer to animals. This
practice is common in the United States as
well. In Yellowstone National Park, off-course
tours might put extra stress on animal breeding
patterns or migration routes.

“As a guide, you never get tipped well for
doing the right thing, but you can make a lot of
extra money if you bend the rules,” Goodnow said.
Ethical travelers live and travel like locals,
staying as guests in locals’ homes, adopting
traditional eating practices and immersing
themselves in the culture of a destination.
“If you’re living above the standard of
living of locals, then you’re probably putting
too much impact on the environment as well
as the culture,” Goodnow said.

PREVIOUS PAGE: Students cross the Sixaola River

to access Yorki, an indigenous community in the
Talamanca Mountains of Costa Rica. The community
is isolated and receives very few tourists, which helps
preserve traditions of the local culture. (Photo courtesy
of Jasmine Goodnow)
ABOVE: Jack Lipke, an Institute of Village Studies

alumnus, works with the Social Awareness Village
Education project in Sarnath, India. The project
provides free education for low-caste children from
poor families, with a particular focus on young girls.
(Photo courtesy of Charlie Ashbaugh)

Goodnow led several study abroad programs
in Costa Rica. She hopes to lead students on a
trip to stay with the Bri-bri tribe in the secluded
Talamanca Mountains. The Bri-bri use felled
trees from the flood season to build lodges for
visitors. Locals are hired to farm the land, raise
chickens and prepare traditional food for tours.
The average person living in Puerto Viejo,
Costa Rica does not have access to hot water, so
Goodnow booked accommodations with cold
water and no electricity.
“We don’t really shower. We sleep under
mosquito nets on mattresses,” Goodnow said.
While abroad, many travelers volunteer
in the destinations they visit, offering their
efforts to worthy causes in a practice known as
voluntourism.
The Institute for Village Studies is a non
profit travel organization based in Bellingham,
Washington, that leads many trips to South and

"PEOPLE PLAY THE
NATIVE ADEPTLY
BECAUSE THEY KNOW
TOURIST DOLLARS WILL
FLOW.”
JAMES LOUCKY

SPRING 2014

Southeast Asia. Voluntourism gives visitors a

where the children came from, enabling them

way to help the country they are visiting, said
Charlie Ashbaugh, director of the institute.
Ashbaugh and Loucky lead students and
community groups on trips through Thailand
and India to do service projects.

to grow up with their families rather than seek
refuge at orphanages, Ashbaugh said.
“The biggest danger is that these projects

The institute is currently working on a arti
ficial glacier project in the Himalayan Mountains
with engineer Tsewang Norphel. Students work
with locals, who provide regional knowledge and
labor for the project.
Artificial glaciers are placed at lower eleva
tions than natural glaciers to act as a backup
irrigation reservoir for when natural glacier melt
occurs too late in the season. Students discuss
the needs and success rate of the system with
locals and seek locations that would benefit from

are set up just for tourists and may have no
meaningful impact for the community besides
bringing money in,” Goodnow said. “The projects
should be initiated and led by the community.”
To Goodnow, living closely with communi
ties — eating with the local people, talking to
cooks and owners and hearing their stories — is

7

SOME PROJECTS
DESIGNED FOR
TOURISTS ARE MORE
DESTRUCTIVE TO LOCAL
COMMUNITIES THAN
HELPFUL.

important to respectful tourism. The key is
forming a deep connection with the people
and the land.
“That’s when you turn from tourist to
traveler,” Goodnow said,

artificial glaciers.
However, some projects designed for
tourists are more destructive to local commu
nities than helpful. Often locals have to teach
unskilled volunteers something that people of
the region have already mastered.
In poor or disaster-stricken destinations,
many orphanages that host volunteers are home
to children who are not actually orphaned. In
desperate cases, parents or family members may
send their children to orphanages in hope of a
better life. Community work may be more useful

YVONNE WORDEN is a sophomore studying

journalism, environmental studies and political
science at Western Washington University. She
enjoys movie scores, spicy cuisine and falling
asleep to the sound of rain.

ABOVE: Students from the Institute of Village Studies

work with the Border Green Energy Team on a solar
water project in Noh Bo, Thailand. The team provides
renewable energy and vocational training in refugee
and marginalized indigenous communities along
the Thai-Burma border. (Photo courtesy of Charlie
Ashbaugh)
LEFT: Frederick Livingston, an Institute of Village

Studies alumnus, works on the farm with his homestay
family in Zanskar, India. Living among local people is
the best way to get on authentic experience abroad.
Even with scarce water resources and a short growing
season, Zanskaris are able to achieve yields compara
ble to modern industrial agriculture in the West. (Photo
courtesy of Charlie Ashbaugh)
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TOP: Randy and Christine Young seek out food from

ABOVE RIGHT: Washington State Deportment of

OPPOSITE: Randy and Christine commute from their

people exiting Interstate 5 in Bellingham, Washington.

Transportation workers clear dirt, trees and remains of
a homeless camp by Interstate 5. The abandoned camp
is near the woods where the Youngs hove been living.
Randy soys much of the trash in their campsite is from
police officers raiding homeless areas and not allowing
people to gather their belongings. “It’s like kicking
someone when they’re already down,” he soys.

tent in the woods to the streets.

ABOVE LEFT: Randy peers out of his and Christine's tent

located in an established homeless camping area in
Bellingham that is littered with possessions of past and
present residents. He has considered cleaning up the
area but has been warned against it because needles
from drug users can be found in the trash.
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AT HOME
IN THE WOODS
STORY KELSEY ROWLSON | PHOTOS DANNY MILLER

Shards of glass, blankets, wood pallets, copper wire and silverware
litter the path leading Into the woods. After a short walk, Randy and
Christine Young reach their tent situated next to brambles and a pile
of trash that has been accumulating for years.
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ACCORDING TO a 2014 report by the Whatcom

County Coalition to End Homelessness, at least
553 people in Whatcom County are homeless and
32 percent are considered unsheltered — living
outside, in their cars or in abandoned buildings.
Randy, 29, and Christine, 44, are unsheltered.
Unsheltered homeless people are discour
aged from living in the woods by the Washington
State Department of Transportation, which
cuts down trees and brush to disband camps.
This leaves many homeless people, like Randy
and Christine, struggling to find a place where
they are allowed to live.
After traveling across the United States
for the past seven years, Randy and Christine
came to Washington, settling in the woods of
Bellingham in April 2014.
“Honestly, 1 don’t think there’s anything
else I’d rather do with the last seven years than
what I’ve done,” Randy said.
The couple survives on the $541 they each
receive every month for disability, along with
money they make from panhandling. Their lack
of funds means they cannot buy property of their
own to camp on. Both Randy and Christine have
mental and physical disabilities preventing them
from being able to work most jobs.
About 10 other tents sit in the woods where
Randy and Christine live. Some are near the
adjacent clearing and road, but most are hidden
deeper in the trees.

In mid-April, the DOT asked homeless
people living in a camp located off Lincoln Street
near the northbound Interstate 5 entrance to
leave. Six dump truck loads of trash were taken
from the site and trees were cut down to increase
visibility, a tactic that often deters homeless
people from returning.
It took several workers more than a week
and over $20,000 to clean up the site, said Tony
Hernandez, DOT maintenance and operations
superintendent.
The DOT does not look for homeless camps
to clean up, said spokesperson Dave Chesson,
but they will respond if they receive reports of

If a homeless person is suffering from a
mental health disability and does not like being
in crowded spaces, they probably will not return
to that situation, de Hoog said.
With camping illegal, shelters stifling and
the street dangerous, homeless people are left
with no easy option. Randy prefers the woods,
as he finds them therapeutic.
“They’re a way to reset and escape the
concrete jungle I suppose,” Randy said. “I prefer
to camp — I’m not much of a fan of society as
a whole.” O

a camp on government property.
“Once those people are there — if we know
they are there — then we’re liable if something
happens,” Chesson said.
The DOT is only responsible for removing
homeless people from illegal areas or land deemed
unsafe, but they are not responsible once people
leave the forest, Chesson said. Typically, encamp
ments are close to highways where campers could
be struck by a vehicle.
But Randy and Christine prefer to live in
the woods rather than stay at a shelter.
“It’s like being in jail. The only difference
is the doors open in the morning,” Randy said.
Homeless people often dislike living in
shelters, said Gail de Hoog, housing specialist
for the Whatcom County Health Department.

TOP LEFT: Randy and Chdstine share a cigarette

TOP RIGHT: Randy locks up his tent before heading

and a meal on the curb of 7 Eleven In Bellingham.
Sometimes they make enough money to get a motel
room and shower; other days they moke barely
enough to buy a meal.

out of the woods for the day. “There is 0 lot of
tweakers in these woods,'’ Randy says, referring to
meth addicts that occupy the area. They have been
robbed in the past and the lock prevents others from
grabbing their sleeping bags and other personal
items. “If nobody is home, they will take whatever
they wont,” Christine says.

KELSEY ROWLSON is a senior at Western

Washington University pursuing a degree in com
munication with a minor in public relations. In
her free time she enjoys snuggling with her cat
and driving with the windows rolled down on a
sunny day.
DANNY MILLER is a junior studying visual

journalism. He moved to Washington from the
Arizona desert to pursue documentary photogra
phy. He seeks themes of community, connected
ness and intrigue in images.
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ABOVE: A cheap motel is the alternative to sleeping

TOP LEFT: The sun sets as Randy walks bock to his

in the woods. When Randy and Christine save enough
money, they stay in a motel for a couple nights —
though they rarely sleep due to the loud noises that
accompany the cheap crowd. They prefer to sleep in
the woods rather than a shelter or motel.

home in the woods. “The only drama you have in the
woods is drama you bring on yourself” Randy says.
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TOP RIGHT: Randy and Christine share a moment on

a walk bock to their tent after panhandling for most of
the afternoon.

STAYI NG ALIVE
1'.^'

STORY REED STRONG I PHOTOS JAKE PARRISH
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Three years ago, ig-year-old David Ricci sat in a hospital bed in
Seattle. He had finally returned from India two weeks after he was
caught and dragged by a train, leaving his right leg irreparably
damaged before its amputation. A group of doctors wearing
hazmat suits burst into the room, surrounded him and told him
he needed to be quarantined immediately, with no visitors. Ricci
had a resistant infection caused by a bacterial enzyme called New
Delhi Metallo-Beta-Lactamase-i, and he spent the next few months
enduring the strongest medical treatment available.

SPRING 2014

SOME BACTERIA have evolved to survive treat

13

After being freed from under the train,

ment with antibiotics — medicines designed to

According to a 2014 infection guide by the
U.S. Department of Health, infections can even

destroy them. The problematic bacteria can cause

come from sterile medical environments, such

Ricci was put on a rickshaw containing

antibiotic-resistant infections. According to a
2013 threat report by the Centers for Disease
Control, in the United States at least 2 million

as operation rooms.
Coming up with new antibiotics and
treatments can start to reverse resistance, but
recognition is the first step toward appropriate
use, Srinivasan said.
Reducing unnecessary antibiotic use can
slow resistance, said Marisa D’Angeli, a medical
epidemiologist, or disease specialist, at the
Washington State Department of Health.

people per year catch an antibiotic-resistant
infection, and at least 23,000 die from it.
Ricci was lucky enough to survive his infec
tion. Immediately after the accident, Ricci was
put in a rickshaw and sent to an emergency care
center. After basic but ineffective daily surgeries
in India, it was clear Ricci s treatment would
have to continue in the United States, where
the strongest antibiotics were available, he said.
One such antibiotic was colistin, a powerful
treatment that is typically avoided because it can
poison the human body.
“After 1 was on it for two weeks, my whole
body started to shut down,” Ricci said. “I could
feel my organs just rubbing against each other.
I’m like, ‘Oh, this is worse than the infection.’”
After one round of treatment, Ricci’s infec
tion was resilient enough to come back — twice.
If the infection were to come a third time, it could
kill him within a week.
A lack of antibiotics to prescribe suffering
patients like Ricci is the main problem with

Antibiotics are available through prescrip
tions, but treatment should not last a month
when a few days may do the job, D’Angeli said.

garbage, including a dead cat and a
burning television. He was rushed to a
nearby pharmacy where the remainder of
his leg was chopped off with a machete.
In a Calcutta hospital, his treatment was
administered by is-year-old girls with

If someone overuses an antibiotic and
bacteria become resistant, it affects more than

little to no medical training wearing used

just that patient’s welfare — it reduces the
effectiveness of the antibiotic for anyone who
would potentially need it, she said.
D’Angeli and other medical professionals
including Dr. Scott Weissman of Seattle Children’s
Hospital advocate for antibiotic stewardship,
or the responsible prescription of medication.

latex gloves. Ricci also received a blood

resistance, said Arjun Srinivasan, associate
director of the CDC’s healthcare-associated
infection prevention program.
“Bacteria have developed resistance. That’s

Weissman said most doctors, including himself,
are guilty of overprescribing antibiotics.
Some bacteria are naturally resistant to
antibiotics, which is why resistance can spread. The
trick is keeping resistant bacteria from spreading
their traits and creating a large-scale, clinical
problem, said Douglas Call, professor of molecular
epidemiology at Washington State University.

something bacteria do, and they’ll always do it,”
Srinivasan said.

High doses of antibiotics given to animals
bred for consumption can create resistant strains

OPPOSITE: Most varieties of Escherichia coli bacteria,

or E. coli, are relatively harmless. However, the
increased use of antibiotics makes bacteria similar to
E. coli more dangerous and resistant. This is a sample
of E. coli bacteria seen with a scanning electron mi
croscope. (Image courtesy of the Western Washington
University biology department)
RIGHT: Overuse or misuse of common antibiotic medi

cations, such as Doxycycline and Clindamycin, force
researchers to develop stronger drugs to treat diseases.
People are prescribed antibiotics following medical op
erations and to treat bacterial bronchitis, pneumonia,
strep throat and other infections.

transfusion in a training clinic where he
recalls blood splattered on the wall and
buckets of organs on the ground.
“Yeah, I was going to get an infection,”
Ricci said.
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OVERUSE OF ANTIBIOTICS CAN LEAVE POTENTIALLY HARMFUL
TREATMENTS AS THE ONLY OPTION FOR SOME PATIENTS.

of bacteria that can infect humans who eat
raw or undercooked meat products. Treating
infections then becomes difficult because the
bacteria infecting the body are already resistant
to antibiotics, Call said.
Keeping animals in cleaner environments
can limit the need for antibacterial treatments
and can prevent possible human infection.
Slow treatment methods like Ricci’s two
weeks of minimal treatment in India can put
patients at risk.
Resistant infections are more prevalent in
developing countries where the solution is to
prescribe more antibiotics rather than developing
a long-term solution to the spread of disease, Ricci
said. Overuse of antibiotics can leave potentially
harmful treatments like colistin as the only option
for some patients.
Antibiotic-resistant infections get worse
every day, and while they cannot be stopped,
they can be slowed down. Eventually, there will

be more successful attempts in introducing new
antibiotics to the market — but it may take years,
Weissman said.
Ricci’s infection has a chance of coming
back again. He currently attends University of

HOW ANTIBIOTIC
RESISTANCE
HAPPENS

Washington, Bothell and plans to go to medical
school to study infectious diseases. From his first
hand experience with bacterial resistance, Ricci
said he has a responsibility to study and advocate
for more responsible use of antibiotics, f*
1
REED STRONG is a journalism major at Western

Washington University. Among his other studies
in theater and communications, he finds time to
appreciate nature’s obscurities.

Humans are
exposed to many
bacteria, some
of which ore drug
resistant.

JAKE PARRISH is a visual journalism and English

double-major hailing from the Northwest. His
biggest passion in life is documenting the human
condition through the frames of photographs and
words.

2•

3•

4*

Antibiotics kill
both harmful
and beneficial
bacteria.

The drug-resistant
bacteria are now
able to grow and
take over.

Some bacteria
transfer their
drug-resistance
to other bacteria,
reducing the
effectiveness of
antibiotics.

LEFT: Duvid Ricci had his leg amputated in a

hospital in India after being struck by a train.
Following a series of surgeries, Ricci was pre
scribed powerful and toxic antibiotics only to
become infected with NDM-i, a rare infection
resistant to most common antibiotics. Recovery
has been extremely taxing and doctors soy the
NDM-i infection has a 30 percent chance of
coming back.
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The air inside the building is too hot. In
response, the facility’s floor-to-ceiling windows
automatically open outward to inhale a cooler
breeze. Outside, passersby get a glimpse of
blue sky between gaps in a sea of solar panels
overhead. The Bullitt Center, the world’s most
energy-efficient commercial building, is one
small facet of Seattle’s urban ecosystem.
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“ORGANISMS ARE SOLVING THE SAME
PROBLEMS THAT WE’RE SOLVING.”
JENNIFER BARNES

NATURE IS a model for engineers and architects

to design energy-efficient buildings that are more
connected to their ecosystems. This technique,
called biomimicry, can conserve energy and fa
cilitate water runoff like a forest by imitating
characteristics of plants and animals.
“Organisms are solving the same problems
that we’re solving,” said architect and sustain
ability consultant Jennifer Barnes. “They have to
find nutrients, find shelter, stay warm, stay cool
and move themselves from point A to point B.”
The interaction of species within an eco
system was inspiration for the Bullitt Center, a
six-story commercial building in Seattle’s Capitol
Hill district, said Margaret Sprug, architect and
project manager for the Bullitt Center.
In the Bullitt Center, wastewater becomes
a resource.
The building filters its sink and shower water
on-site. Once used, the water is sent to a thirdfloor balcony that houses a man-made wetland
consisting of scraggly-looking horsetail plants.
After the plants absorb nutrients, the water is
filtered through 20 feet of gravel and flows into the
groundwater, mimicking the way water infiltrates
the ground and trickles into rivers in a forest.
Polluted water runoff is Puget Sound’s greatest
environmental problem, Barnes said. In a devel
oped area, 20 to 30 percent of rainwater runs off
impervious surfaces, which prevent water from
seeping into the ground. According to the King
County website, this runoff accounts for 30 percent
of water pollution in Washington state.
Before Seattle was developed, 50 percent of
local rainfall never hit the ground, Barnes said.

When it rains in the forest, the canopy breaks
raindrops into smaller droplets that easily evapo
rate. Textured leaves and the spongy forest floor
capture water and give it more time to evaporate
and infiltrate the ground. After soil absorbs the
water, plants draw it up through their roots and

“The right amount of water penetrates the
site and the correct amount of water is running
off the site. A natural system would allow for
both to happen,” Sprug said.
At a molecular level, scientists can mimic
the way organisms stay dry. The water-repellent

release it into the atmosphere through their pores

characteristics of lotus leaves and butterfly wings

in a process called evapotranspiration, said James
Helfield, Western Washington University associate
professor of forest ecology.
Paved surfaces prevent rainwater from per
meating the ground. Instead, water runs along
the surface picking up pollutants from roads and
buildings. It then flows into streams and lakes
where it can cause flooding and streambed erosion,
said Eli Mackiewicz, an engineering technician for
the city of Bellingham’s natural resources division.
Filters placed on the end of stormwater

inspired Shu Yang, a professor of material science
and engineering at the University of Pennsylvania,
to develop a water-repellent coating for building

pipes are expensive but can remove some pol
lutants, Mackiewicz said. Constructed wetlands
are more effective at removing pollutants but
require more space.
When built to emulate forests, individu
al buildings can slow rainwater, Barnes said.
Raindrops break when they travel down staggered
rooftops, similar to how they fall through the
feathery needles of a fir tree. Textured building
materials such as brick hold water like the forest
floor, allowing it to evaporate rather than run off
the surface and carry pollutants into waterways.
The Bullitt Center returns 61 percent of the
water it captures back to its local ecosystem both
by facilitating evaporation and slowly releasing it
into the groundwater.

surfaces and solar panels.
A lotus leaf’s rough surface has two layers
of molecules. Miniature tubular structures

PREVIOUS PAGE: Built into the fabric of an existing

Seattle neighborhood, the Bullitt Center, a commercial
office building, looks sleek, stylish and modern but has
more in common with the local ecosystem than sur
rounding buildings do. Over the past 20 years, nature
has been a guide for scientists, engineers and archi
tects who are designing buildings that use ideas from
the natural environment to improve efficiency.
BOTTOM LEFT: Researchers developing new water

proofing technologies have looked to butterfly wings
for their ability to bead off water droplets, which comes
from tiny series of ridges along the wing that increase
surface area and split droplets. If applied to solar
panels, superhydrophopic technology will help them
self-clean in the rain so dust buildup will not decrease
efficiency.
BOTTOM RIGHT: The glue developed for holding

together plywood layers was inspired by the strong
adhesive barnacles use to anchor themselves to various
objects.
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WATER RUNOFF CYCLE IN NATURAL AND DEVELOPED ENVIRONMENTS
Source: Puget Sound Partnership.

“WE HAVE TO BE WILLING TO TRY AND FAIL BECAUSE THAT’S HOW CHANGE
HAPPENS IN COMPLEX SYSTEMS, WHETHER THEY’RE NATURAL SYSTEMS OR
BUILT SYSTEMS.”

JOEL SISOLAK

thinner than spider silk sit atop wax crystals half

“Like in natural systems, working at various

“We have to be willing to try and fail because

the width of a DNA strand. According to Yang’s
2011 study, the combination of these microscopic
bumps make the lotus leaves water repellent.
The long-lasting, water-repellent coating
can be applied to the sides and roofs of build
ings to prevent bacterial growth and minimize
the need to clean.
Because the coating is transparent, it can be
applied to solar panels without reducing energy

scales is key,” he said. “We can’t just work on

that’s how change happens in complex systems,
whether they’re natural systems or built systems,”
Sisolak said.
For Barnes, biomimicry is not the goal, but
a tool to make buildings and equipment more ef
ficient. Change in city growth and development
involves designing districts that are linked to each
other and to a greater built ecosystem.

restoring a particular species of salmon, but
we can’t necessarily focus on how to address
the entire Pacific. We have to look at the little
subareas within the ocean. Similarly, we have to
be looking at the subareas of our cities.”
Capitol Hill is one of the densest neighbor
hoods in the Pacific Northwest, Sisolak said. The

capture. Most water-repellant coatings are made
of larger molecules that cause them to appear
white, which reduces the panels’ effectiveness.

neighborhood’s ecodistrict project, which began
in 2011, looks at waste, water, transportation,
energy, habitat and community on a neighbor
hood scale. The organization works with business

According to a 2011 study by Maibritt
Pederson Zari, cities release a third of all humanemitted greenhouse gases. Poor water use and
carbon contained in building materials contribute

owners and residents to change water consump
tion and recycling habits, encourage conservation
and build community relationships.
“What do you do if you want to try to promote

most of the emissions, said Joel Sisolak, the
ecodistrict project director with Capitol Hill

the ecosystem’s health and resilience?” Sisolak
said. “You try to gather what information you

Housing in Seattle.
Buildings are not independent from each

can, and then you make experiments to see how

other, just as individual species are not inde
pendent from other factors in an ecosystem,
Sisolak said.

Creating this change on a neighborhood
scale is a new endeavor and its impact will not
be visible for decades, he said.

they affect the system.”

FRANCINE ST. LAURENT is a senior studying

urban planning, environmental policy and jour
nalism. She feels most at home in the woods or
tundra where she can pick blueberries and take
deep breaths of mountain air.
DAVID WAUGH is a Bellingham native pursuing

a degree in urban planning and sustainable devel
opment. He especially enjoys mountain biking,
backpacking, gardening and using photography
to capture nature’s unmatched beauty.
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TIDE IS OUT,

IS
STORY TYLER CREBAR &THE PLANET STAFF
PHOTOS MAGGIE MONTGOMERY

water contained their
bounty. Indigenous peoples
in the Pacific Northwest built
their society on salmon, crab
and whale. But climate change
threatens to undermine marine
ecosystems for everyone.
The

POLITICS AND direct oppression have histori

cally limited tribal access to marine resources.
Ocean acidification poses a new challenge for the
indigenous peoples of the Northwest. Acidity
in the ocean hinders development of shellfish
and other species vital to tribes for food and
ceremonial purposes. Shellfish biologists are
puzzled by increasing ocean acidification, adding
to the growing concern that tribes may eventually
be forced to look beyond the oceans to subsist.
“There is a transgenerational relationship
with traditional resources. It is embedded in
who we are and where we come from,” Makah
tribe member Micah McCarty said in an email.
The Makah tribe depends on a number of
shellfish species such as sea urchins, mussels,
clams and gooseneck barnacles.
“Our bodies have adapted to metaboliz
ing traditional foods over many generations,”
McCarty said.
McCarty, a former member of the National
Ocean Council, has acted throughout the years as
a liaison between Native American communities
and the U.S. government.
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The thought of ocean species being unavail
able to his tribe and others is almost unthinkable
considering the history of their subsistence,
McCarty said.
Charlotte Cote lives in Seattle where she
works as an associate professor of American
Indian studies at the University of Washington.
Every year she returns to fish on Vancouver Island,
British Columbia, where she and the Tseshaht
people originated.
“Every time I eat that salmon I retain the
cultural connection I have to my community,”
Cote said.
Tribal access to subsistence living is limited,
even though tribes have both cultural and legal
treaty rights. Even berry-picking is political,
Cote said.
David Fyfe, a shellfish biologist for the
Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission, said
subsistence is so engrained in tribal culture, it
is hard to imagine a tribe not eating shellfish

A HISTORY OF SUBSISTENCE
To make way for white American settlers, the first

native subsistence until tribal activists began

governor of Washington Territory, Isaac Stevens,

to openly defy fishing restrictions in a series of

harvested from the ocean every day.
“This is the way the tribes have evolved —

was instructed to convince indigenous peoples to

protests in the 1960s and ‘70s called fish-ins.

cede their land to the government. In exchange,

Renowned tribal rights activist Billy Frank Jr.

dependent on, counting on, with a responsibility

Stevens offered the tribes money, reservation

led the Nisqually people through the battle, which

to look after nature,” he said.
If carbon dioxide levels keep rising, tribes
might have no choice but to find an alterative to

land and most importantly, continued access to

culminated in the United States v. Washington

traditional hunting and fishing grounds.

federal court case. In the 1974 case. Judge George

shellfish, Fyfe said.
Water spends decades circulating at great
depths before upwelling to the surface, so some
of the carbon dioxide in the upwelled water
scientists test today can be 30 to 50 years old. The
carbon dioxide increases acidity in the water and
harms ocean species residing near the surface.
Acidic water reduces shellfish’s capacity to build

Tribal leaders were suspicious of Stevens.

Hugo Boldt upheld historic treaty rights, granting

Despite this, the exchange was sealed in 1855

the tribes half the total salmon catch. This reaf

when several Northwest tribes — including the

firmation of treaty rights is commonly known as

Duwamish, Suquamish, Snoqualmie, Snohomish,

the Boldt decision.

Lummi, Skagit and Swinomish — signed treaties

Though his decision was law, the political

promising them “the right of taking fish at all

backlash was harsh. Non-native fishermen ignored

usual and accustomed places.”

the Boldt decision by catching more than was legal.

The treaties were hollow promises. Over the
next hundred years, white settlement curtailed

To this day, the right to access traditional food is
the main treaty provision contested.

up calcium carbonate in their shells.

OCEAN ACIDIFICATION
The ocean absorbs nearly one-third of the
atmosphere’s carbon dioxide. The carbon dioxide
combines with the seawater, increasing its acidity
and causing the pH to lower.
High winds blowing parallel to the coast cause
diverging surface water to be replaced by rising
water beneath the surface, causing coastal
upwelling. Upwelled water from the deep ocean
contains high amounts of carbon dioxide.
The low pH in the upwelled water impedes the
development of shellfish by reducing their capacity
to build up calcium carbonate in their shells.

The ocean absorbs nearly one-third of the
carbon dioxide released into the atmosphere by
humans. With atmospheric carbon dioxide levels
rising, pH levels in ocean water will continue to
lower — and acidity will increase.
Paul Williams, shellfish biologist for the
Suquamish tribe, has spent 22 years monitoring
harvests through a variety of assessments includ
ing population surveys of geoducks, intertidal
clams and other marine life. He has seen harvest
rates decline throughout the years.
Williams is currently working with the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
studying zooplankton, such as krill, crab larvae
and copepods, to assess how creatures may
adapt to a more acidic ocean. Williams and
his colleagues are still unsure if zooplankton
can sense changes in pH to avoid acidic areas.
Zooplankton naturally migrate from high pH

PREVIOUS PAGE: Micah McCarty is a member of the

Makah tribe. He has supported tribal whaling rights
and developed marine planning policies for his tribe. In
addition to serving on the Makah Whaling Commission
and the Office of Marine Affairs, he has worked with
NOAA and other federal agencies.
ABOVE LEFT: McCarty, who comes from a long line of

canoe carvers, works on a cedar canoe he has been
carving by hand for about a year. Cedar trees histori
cally provide housing, clothing and transportation for
tribal members and are another example of resources
needed to subsist.
ABOVE RIGHT: Visitors travel to Birch Bay State Park

all the way from Canada to go clamming because laws
in Canada prohibit clamming due to on overwhelm
ing amount of pollution. Environmental damage and
ocean acidification threaten important food sources
on local beaches.

“THIS IS THE WAY THE TRIBES HAVE EVOLVED
DEPENDENT ON, COUNTING ON, WITH A
RESPONSIBILITY TO LOOK AFTER NATURE ”
DAVID FYFE

areas to low pH areas daily. He suspects the
creatures possess adaptations that could help
their survival as acidification increases.
The acidic waters of Puget Sound in summer
make the Pacific Northwest an ideal laboratory.
However, scientists studying ocean acidification
still lack important technologies, such as the
imaging equipment to measure zooplankton
levels in the sound.
Williams said he hopes education will lead to
increased awareness and appreciation of the topic.
“We’re on the eve of a major event. There’s
already been some indication through the shellfish
industry — shellfish farmers have seen major
die-offs from ocean acidification,” McCarty said.

“We have experts in our community —
elders who have a very strong, and in many
ways spiritual and cultural, connection to the
lands and waters. They have been talking about
changes for years,” Cote said.
Elders in Pacific Northwest communities
have predicted glacier melt and the declining
salmon runs seen today 50 to 60 years ago,
she said.
For Cote, sustainability is spiritual.
“Being sustainable means your connection
to those lands,” Cote said. “It means making
sure those lands can not only sustain your com
munities at the present, but they can sustain the
communities of the future.” O

Unlike other hurdles, ocean acidification is
systemic, inseparable from economic dependence
on carbon emissions, according to a 2007 study
on carbon intensity by Josep Canadell.
Carbon emissions from the last 40 years
have caused ocean acidification, but with emis
sions on the rise, McCarty thinks the problem
will intensify.
“I’d hate to see what the next 20 years
look like,” McCarty said. “There is little hope to
stopping it.”
Tribes are coming together to pool re
sources, sharing emerging scientific research as
well as traditional ecological knowledge compiled
over generations.

TYLER CREBAR is a public relations major who
likes to write and read. He enjoys physical ac
tivities such as playing sports and exploring the
outdoors.
MAGGIE MONTGOMERY seeks to capture life’s
most beautiful moments and preserve memories
within photographs. She loves taking pictures of
people and is graduating this spring with a degree
in psychology.
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In western Washington, where clouds loom and rain seems to fall every day, it
is hard to see the water crisis felt across the country. But behind the gates of
treatment plants, aging infrastructure poses a threat to our water system.
STORY JENNY HUBBARD I PHOTOS DAVID WAUGH

WHEN FACING financial strains to meet public

water demands and pay for infrastructure im
provements, city water utilities turn to private
companies. But contracting with companies often
leads to sacrifices in service quality.
According to the National Association of
Water Companies’ website, about 25 percent of
U.S. residents — 73 million people — receive their
water from private companies, either directly or
through public utility contracts.
“We would never think of packaging the air
and selling it at a price,” said Shirley Osterhaus,
senior instructor and World Issues Forum co
ordinator at Fairhaven College. “Water is as
essential to life as air is, and yet we’re doing
that with water.”
In 2010, the U.N. General Assembly declared
access to clean water and sanitation a human right.
“It sounds really nice to say water is a basic
human right and we shouldn’t be selling it, but
when you start thinking about it, you realize
that when you’re giving water away, people don’t
care how much they use,” said Phil Thompson,
assistant professor of economics at Western
Washington University.
People have no incentive to use less of a
free good, he said.
The price of water takes the cost of pipes
into account but consumers are not paying for
the actual water they use.
“When you pay your water bill, what you’re
paying for is the delivery of the water, not the
water itself,” Thompson said.
According to a 2002 Environmental
Protection Agency analysis, funding will fall
$500 billion short of estimated costs to repair
aging infrastructure in 2020.

According to the EPA website, the United
States experiences 240,000 water pipe breaks
and 75,000 sewer overflows every year.
In Washington state, water has remained
in the hands of the public.
According to the city of Bellingham website,
half of Whatcom County’s drinking water is
supplied by Lake Whatcom and treated at the
Whatcom Falls Water Treatment Plant.
The plant was built 47 years ago and includes
infrastructure more than 75 years old, said Bill
Evans, chief operator of the plant.
According to a 2011 city of Bellingham
evaluation, the treatment plant will require an
$11 million upgrade. Construction is scheduled
to begin in 2015 and the project will be complete
by 2017. Revenue from water bills will cover the
cost, Evans said.
To plan for rate increases in the long term,
local governments sometimes set the price of water
lower than the cost, resulting in underfunded
systems. In a well-functioning private system,
rates might be higher but properly reflect cost and
plan for investments in infrastructure that will
be needed, said Hart Hodges, assistant professor
of economics at Western Washington University.
“Companies, especially larger ones, have
access to financial capital, so they can then
upgrade,” Thompson said. “They may have easier
sources of financing than a city would.”
In 2003, the Municipal Utilities Department
of Stockton, California was addressing a situation
with a private company. Stockton needed a $100
million wastewater treatment plant upgrade to
meet new state regulations, said Robert Granberg,
deputy director of the utilities department.
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“Some of the cost estimates floating around
were pretty high,” Granberg said. “The thought at
the time was maybe a private company could do it
for less if packaged with an operation component.”
The city of Stockton signed a 20-year contract
with OMI-Thames Water without a public vote.
The contract included operation and maintenance
of water utilities, but all assets and regulation
remained the responsibility of the local govern
ment, he said.
“The private company turned the valves
and pushed the buttons to supply the water,”
Granberg said, “but the rate structure was retained
with the city.”
Most states and municipalities reserve the
right to regulate water companies and set price
rates, Thompson said.
The Concerned Citizens Coalition of Stockton,
which opposed the contract, passed a ballot
measure requiring a vote of city residents on
future water contracts with private companies,
Granberg said.
Then, in May 2003, the coalition filed a
lawsuit against the city under the California
Environmental Quality Act.
The city of Stockton settled on the contract
to build the wastewater treatment plant but did
not look at alternatives, which was a violation
of state law, Granberg said.
According to the website for Food and Water
Watch, a non-profit advocating food and water
safety, the Stockton coalition compiled citizens’
testimonials to present in the court case. Citizens
reported higher than promised rate increases, poor
infrastructure maintenance and sewer overflows,
including one spill into the San Joaquin River.

After several appeals, the city lost the lawsuit.
As a result, the city and water company
agreed to terminate their contract early and
operation returned to the city in March 2008,
Granberg said.
According to a 2005 Pepperdine School of
Law study, similar privatization has occurred in
Los Angeles, Indianapolis and Atlanta.
“It is an issue people don’t think about at
all because we have such an abundance of water,”
Osterhaus said. “We don’t have to deal with the
droughts and the concerns people all over the
United States and the world are facing.”
Osterhaus created a class at Fairhaven
College to examine the global water crisis and
discuss water as a human right.
“I want students to [have] an intelligent
awareness and articulation of the current world
water crisis and a sense of urgency to act on
behalf of preserving our most precious resource,
water, as a human right for all,” Osterhaus said
in an email, fi

JENNY HUBBARD is a junior at Western

Washington University pursuing a degree in public
relations. She enjoys time with family, friends,
books, nature and of course, Netflix.
DAVID WAUGH is a Bellingham native pursuing

a degree in urban planning and sustainable devel
opment. He especially enjoys mountain biking,
backpacking, gardening and using photography
to capture nature’s unmatched beauty.

PREVIOUS PAGE: Only 2.5 percent of the water on Earth

is freshwater. Of that amount, only about 0.5 percent is
readily available for use.
BELOW: Whatcom Falls Water Treatment Plant chief

operator Bill Evans cleans settling tanks. About 15
percent of the U.S. population receives their drinking
water from private utility sources where a common issue
is deferred maintenance, which often leads to disrepair
and higher costs. Bellingham and most of Washington
have publicly run water systems.
BOTTOM: At the Whatcom Falls Water Treatment Plant,

water enters over a period of several hours and drips
down through filters into a reservoir. When the filters get
clogged, a backwash process (shown) cleans them by
allowing the excess water to drain into the dirty water
trough. An air scour process then scours the filters with
high pressure air from the inside out. The six tanks in
the plant operate in cycles.

COLLAPSE
STORY BENNETT HANSON & THE PLANET STAFF GRAPHICS RUTH GANZHORN

Human history has not been a steady line of progress but rather a cycle of rising and
falling civilizations. From the old world to the new world, from Rome to Roanoke,
societies have crumbled or disappeared. A groundbreaking 2014 study modeling
societal collapse illustrates that overuse of resources and increasing socioeconomic
inequality will likely play a role in our next downfall.
AN UNEQUAL SOCIETY
To mathematically model class consumption under a class stratification

According to the 2014 study modeling human nature and dynamics,
today s global society is characterized by economic stratification and
rapid consumption of natural resources.
In the study’s model of an unequal society, if both natural
resources and labor are exploited then society will experience a full
collapse — a drop in population, literacy, labor, wealth, resources
and food over roughly 250 years.
The collapse of Easter Island is a prime example of overcon
sumption, whereas socioeconomic stratification led to the downfall
of the Incas.

scenario, the study divides society into elites and commoners.

elites:

Consume io to 100 times more resources per

capita and are apathetic to population decline of the
commoners. Even as society falls their consumption
continues, condemning the population to irreversible
depletion.
commoners:

consumption.
NATURAL

Source: Human and Nature Dynamics Model. Safa Motesharrei et al. 2014.

Represent standard resource

resources:

The raw materials a population

uses for survival.
CARRYING

capacity:

The population level that can

be sustained long-term by the resources of a specific
environment.
TOP: Economic inequality and resource depletion could cause a collapse of
the human population. While Seattle is a growing city, it is not immune to
experiencing collapse conditions. (Photo by Maggie Montgomery)

Source: Human and Nature Dynamics Model, Safa Motesharrei et al. 2014.
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CARRYING CAPACITY
Carrying capacity applies to all organisms — even humans.
The 2014 study is based on predator-prey boom-bust cycles
but models humans as predators and natural resources as prey.
Without changing current socioeconomic inequality and
consumption rates, humanity will likely reach a global carrying
capacity and collapse — just like the rabbit and the wolf.

TO HAVE A FUTURE
The 2014 study models that achieving a balanced, sustainable
society would require restructuring civilization completely. A new
paradigm of fairness and equality would need to replace current

^

= 2% OF CO,
EMISSIONS

= 2% OF FOOD
CONSUMPTION

A =CONSUMPTION
2% OF GLOBAL WATER
®

A
■

= 2% OF GLOBAL
POPULATION

GLOBAL IMPACT COMPARISON High-income nations like the United States

are home to 20 percent of the world population but consume more than 80 percent
of the Earth’s natural resources and emit more than three times the greenhouse
gases per capita of middle and lower income countries like India and China.

socioeconomic inequality.
An equal society would be more stable and would depend on
an optimal consumption rate — with resources consumed and
regenerated at the same rate and divided evenly. This equilibrium
allows the population to gradually level off at the carrying capacity
— preventing collapse.
Source: Human and Nature Dynamics Model, Safa Motesharrei et al. 2014.

Source; Sustainability and Consunnption, Huang and Rust. 2011; Aquastat database. Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations, 2014; CO., emissions reports, Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis
Center. 2010; United States Census Bureau estimates. 2014.

A HISTORY OF COLLAPSE
BIOCAPACITY Human demand for resources exceeds
the Earth’s biocapacity by about 50 percent and is rising.
Biocapacity quantifies the maximum natural resources
humans can draw from an ecosystem while allowing for
its regeneration. People use natural resources like they do
credit cards; the superfluous spending can only last so long
until their account — the environment — goes bankrupt.

Neolithic Europe 4,000 to 8,000 years ago experienced boom-andbust cycles in 23 civilizations. Rather than falling from disease or
a changing climate, 83 percent of collapses resulted due to internal
reasons, chiefly from spikes in population after over-farming.
Source; Human and Nature Dynamics Model, Motesharrei et al. 2014; Regional Population
Collapse Followed initial Agriculture Booms in Mid-Holocene Europe, Shennan etal. 2013.

Source: Beyond GDP: Ecological Footprint, European Commission on the
Environment. 2on.

GLOBAL DESERTIFICATION The Palmer Drought

Severity Index measures varying levels of soil moisture.
Overgrazing and increased erosion contributed to the Dust
Bowl during the 1930s. Today, overuse of agricultural land
contributes to increased erosion rates and food shortage.
Soil conditions during the Dust Bowl of the 1930s were
similar to soil conditions represented in red on this mop.
Source: Drought Under Global Warming, Aiguo Dai. 2on.
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THE WORLD’S RICHEST
2

2 PERCENT OWN
MORE THAN HALF OF
ALL GLOBAL WEALTH

P R E D ATO R-PREYMODEL Just like predators,

humans consume natural resources. If there is too
much predation the population collapses.
Source: Human and Nature Dynamics Model, Safa Motesharrei et al. 2014.

CYCLE OF WEALTH

G Economic growth = profit from goods and services
(production and output)

WHILE THE BOTTOM

R Return on capital = wealth that can be invested

HALF OF THE WORLD

When return on capital is greater than economic
growth, the following happens:

POPULATION OWNS

1 Return on capital investments grows at a foster

rate than return on wages and economic output.

LESS THAN! PERCENT

2 Wealth and income inequality increase.

OF GLOBAL WEALTH.

3 The wealthiest to percent of individuals
manipulate the political system to retain their
amassed fortune, creating a dynasty of cyclic wealth.
MODELING COLLAPSE Natural resources decline

Source: United Nations University: The World Distribution of
Household Wealth, Davies et al. 2008.

Source: Capital in the Twenty-First Century, Thomas Piketty. 2014.

as elites consume more than commoners. With
high inequality, they are unaware of the decline in
commoner populations and wealth.
Source: Human and Nature Dynamics Model, Safa Motesharrei etal. 2014.

DYNASTIC WEALTH IN AMERICA

OLIGARCHY A Princeton

f III

76%

3%

study of 1,779 policy issues
between 1981 and 2002 shows
that income levels correlate
with political influence. The
top 10 percent of earners see a
higher percent of their preferred
policies adopted.
Source: Testing Theories of American
Politics, Gilens and Page. 2014.

In his book Capital in the Twenty-First Century, French economist Thomas Piketty argues that
the United States is nearing the extreme socioeconomic stratification of Europe one century ago.
In 1910, the richest 1 percent in France and Britain owned 60 and 70 percent of their country’s
wealth respectively. Of those assets, 90 percent were inherited. While the wealth inequality of
this era is similar to the United States in 2010, it only comprises one-third of U.S. economic
stratification. Top earners’ salaries have skyrocketed, and the average wage has barely budged
since the 1970s. Piketty asserts progressive taxes could solve this inequality by redirecting
surplus wealth and inheritance from the richest in the world to their respective governments.
Source: Capital in the Twenty-First Century, Thomas Piketty. 2014.

LOOKING FORWARD
Piketty argues increased economic stratification undermines
democracy. According to the Princeton study, people at the
top — in the United States, the elites — have more political
power. In the 2014 model, when elites continue to consume
significantly more, the unbalanced system leads to a collapse
in natural resources — and in turn our society. C*
Source: Capital in the Twenty-First Century, Thomas Piketty. 2014; Human and Nature
Dynamics Model, Motesharrei et al. 2014; Testing Theories of American Politics, Gilens
and Page. 2014.

BENNETT HANSON is a reader, writer and thinker working
R AND G OVER TIME After the rapid economic growth mid-century during wartime

industry, the rate of economic growth slowed while the rate of return on investments increased,
reopening the door to economic stratification.
Source: Capital in the Twenty-First Century, Thomas Piketty. 2014.

on a double major in journalism and political science. He is
inspired by philosophy and the new journalism of the 1960s
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PICTURE THE night sky before civilization. The

Light pollution is artificial light interfering

iridescent glow of the Milky Way galaxy illumi

with the natural darkness of the night.
Artificial light not only outshines the night
sky, it also disrupts the human body’s natural

nates the corners of the darkness as stars blaze
across the open horizon in a bright, flaming dance.
“Every night there was potential to see a night
sky chock-full of stars. That sight has helped to

daily rhythm. Light pollution negatively impacts
human health and disrupts ecological systems

countless ways,” said Scott Kardel, managing
director at the International Dark Sky Association,
a nonprofit dedicated to protecting the natural

in other species.
In only 50 years, humans have increased
the amount of artificial light 300-fold, said
Paolo Sassone-Corsi, director at the Center for

view of the night sky. “We are increasingly cutting

Epigenetics and Metabolism at the University

ourselves off from that.”

of California, Irvine.

inspire art, science, religion and philosophy in

ABOVE: This photo illustration, composed of eight

images, shows what the Seattle skyline viewed from
Queen Anne could look like if no light from the city
polluted the night sky. (Milky Way Galaxy photograph
courtesy of Seattle Astronomical Society)

“The dark is scary and filling that with light

Bright porch and safety lights can inadver

gives a sense of security, said Kristen Larson,
Western Washington University associate physics
and astronomy professor.
According to a 2010 study by Paul Marchant,

tently create an opportunity for camouflage.
“Because that light is so bright, your
eyes shift range so that what is in the shadow
is completely invisible to you,” Larson said.

installing more outdoor lights has been proven

Looking at a bright security light and then

to decrease crime rates by 13 percent in some
places while increasing rates by 11 percent in
other cities. Instead of concentrated points of

shifting to darkness can hinder night vision.
“You could have a full-grown elephant
over there and never see [it],” she said.

bright light, a dimmer, dispersed light can be
more effective in security, Larson said.

TOP RIGHT: Security lights may do little to reduce

crime. Bright lights can moke figures just outside lit
areas difficult to see. (Photo illustration)
BOTTOM RIGHT: While the amber glow from the

lights on Western Washington University’s campus
contributes less to light pollution, their design throws
light up into the sky and attracts insects.

“We have the ability to close the drapes,” Kardel
said. “The natural world can’t do that.”
A 2011 article in Biological Conservation con
cerning moths and light describes artificial light
sources as feeding stations for predators, such as
bats and birds. The predators follow the moths to
lights, leaving their natural habitats behind.
“Light at night tends to attract flying insects, and
that is a disruption to the food chain, Kardel said.
Light pollution also affects migratory birds,
which can become confused and fly into illuminated
structures, leaving them stunned or dead.

According to a 2009 article in the journal
Environmental Health Perspectives, different
types of light pollution include glare, light
trespass, sky glow and over-illumination.
The streetlight illuminating a neighbor’s front
porch or stadium lights on a sports field can
create light trespass, or excess light that leaks
into otherwise dark areas. Light also penetrates
nearby forests and greenbelts.
Only when light becomes excessive — too
bright or not being fully used — does it become
light pollution.
According to a 2011 article in the Journal of
Environmental Management, 60 percent of the
world population lives beneath light-polluted
skies — in the United States, 99 percent.
“If you are looking at the night sky, and you
want to see especially faint things like the subtle
glow of the Milky Way, your eyes need to be
sensitive,” Larson said. “A quick way to wreck
that is to shine a bright light.”

.f

Bright lights may be blocking the view of the
stars, but there are ways of keeping the lights on
while limiting light pollution. According to the
Journal of Environmental Management, light
fixtures can be shielded, directing light toward
the ground instead of up in the sky. Dimmer
lights and warm amber-colored lamps can also
mitigate light pollution.
“It’s not to turn off all lights and plunge people
W

•* 'I

into darkness and chaos,” Kardel said. “It’s to
take a closer look at how we use light at night,”

TOP: The brighter blue and white lights from, a

home juxtapose with the warmer orange glow from
streetlights and car headlights while the collective lights
from downtown Bellingham, Washington in the distance
pollute the night sky. The warm lights have o longer
wavelength and contribute less to light pollution.
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BROOKLYNN JOHNSON is a junior at Western

Washington University studying visual journal
ism and art history. She loves listening to classic
rock, staying active and can often be found sitting
outside with her sketchbook.

BOTTOM: Evening sporting events require a great deal

JAKE PARRISH is a visual journalism and English

of white light. The sheer amount of light emitted from
the stadium lights spills into the surrounding areas,
driving out nocturnal animals while throwing bright
light into the sky.

double-major hailing from the Northwest. His
biggest passion in life is documenting the human
condition through the frames of photographs and
words.
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DOMESTICATING

THE WILD
STORY MICHELLE BOSCOLE | PHOTOS MAGGIE MONTGOMERY

Just like its wild relatives, a wolf-hybrid has thick, fluffy fur, stands
about 5 1/2 feet tall and weighs about 80 pounds. It looks strikingly
similar to a gray wolf and nearly as dangerous.
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HYBRID WOLVES, a mix between domestic dogs

and wild wolves, pose a risk to dwindling wolf
populations. If overwhelmed owners release
their pets into the wild, the animals can breed
with wolves, introducing domestic genes into the
wild population. This can wipe away centuries of
adaptations crucial for survival.
While owning a purebred wolf is illegal
without a license, no state regulation exists
prohibiting wolf-hybrid ownership, allowing
breeders to slip through the cracks of Washington
state law by claiming their wolves are part-wolf,
part-dog.
According to a 2010 study in the journal
Conservation Genetics, domesticated dog genes
were found for the first time in wolf populations
on Vancouver Island, British Columbia.
Aggressive hunting on Vancouver Island
caused a near extinction of the local wolf popula
tion. With a limited gene pool, the small popula
tion was more vulnerable to the negative effects
of hybridization.
Hybridization threatens wild wolves because
domesticated dog traits adapted to human en
vironments are not suitable for the wild, said
Jennifer Leonard, coauthor of the Vancouver
Island study, in an email. Increasing current
wolf populations would make the wild species
less susceptible to the effects of hybridization.

“Often what breeders will do in order to

fearfulness toward humans. Eventually, the
domesticated wolves developed dog-like charac
teristics, which can include flopped ears, curly
tails and wavy, multi-colored coats of fur.

According to a 2013 report by the Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife, the wolf popula
tion increased by 2 percent since 2012 and

circumvent the law is claim their animals are
98 percent wolf, 2 percent dog,” said Wendy
Spencer, director of animal care at Wolf Haven
International. Wolf Haven rescues wolves from
private owners, breeders, zoos, animal collectors
and researchers.

Mixing domesticated behavioral traits with
wild wolf traits can be dangerous because the
resulting animal no longer fears humans but

continues to grow in northern and eastern
Washington. However, the state s wolf popula

Nearly all wolves are hybrids, said Dave
Coleburn, director of Predators of the Heart.

retains the need to dominate the group, Leonard
said in an email.

tion remains small. Only 52 wild wolves reside
in the state.

The organization produces educational programs
about the predators they rescue, shelter and breed.
“If I took my wolves right now to have their

When human owners cannot handle their
undomesticated pets and turn them loose in
the wild, hybridization is not the only danger,

DNA checked, it would probably come back
with water spaniel or something way different,”
Coleburn said.
Breeding wolves in captivity is necessary in
order to keep the bloodlines and genes strong,
he said.
According to a 2009 study led by Carlos
Driscoll on domesticating wild animals, breeding

Spencer said.
“There are people who think their animal
will do just fine in the wild, so they will release
it,” Spencer said. “But the reality is that it’s a
death sentence for that animal.”

According to state law, owning a pure, wild
wolf is illegal unless it was obtained before 2007.

PREVIOUS PAGE: Owning wild animals maybe

fascinating, but if these animals are released into the
wild they can alter the genetic make-up of a species.
When a wild wolf mates with a wolf-hybrid, their
offspring con be less aggressive, hove rolled tails and
multi-colored fur coots like this Timber Wolf
ABOVE RIGHT: Because Jake, a wolf-hybrid, has such a

large precentage of wolf in him his owner must engage
in behaviors characteristic of roles within a wolf pack
to create an environment where Jake is comfortable,
listens and behaves well.

in captivity does not domesticate an animal.
Domestication is not control of an animal’s
behavior but rather a permanent genetic modi
fication through artificial selection. Artificial
selection, or selective breeding, is when humans
choose animals with desirable traits to breed.
According to Driscoll’s study, humans began
to domesticate wolves more than 14,000 years
ago. Wolf pups chosen for breeding displayed two
traits of tameness: friendliness and decreased

MICHELLE BOSCOLE is a public relations major
interested in enriching a record company’s image
and voice. In her free time she is writing lyrics and
making music with her band.
MARGARET MONTGOMERY seeks to capture
life’s most beautiful moments and preserve
memories within photographs. She loves taking
pictures of people and is graduating this spring
with a degree in psychology.
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Imagine mining elements from space and being able to refuel rockets without
returning to Earth. This could be possible with the emergence of a new industry
which captures space rocks that fly by Earth at 33,500 miles an hour — about
eleven times faster than a bullet.
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ASTEROIDS COULD be promising resources. Car

engines, computers, phones and other technolo
gies use rare platinum group metals found within
near-Earth asteroids. According to the United
States Geological Survey, these metals could run
out on Earth within 40 years.
Platinum group metals, which were dissolved
into space rocks when the universe was formed,
have many applications here on Earth, said Dana
Andrews, affiliate professor of aeronautics and
astronautics at the University of Washington.
“They’re becoming very crucial to our tech
nological life,” Andrews said.
In January 2013, Deep Space Industries
became the second privately owned asteroid
mining company. The company plans to gather
platinum group metals from asteroids and bring
them back to the Earth-moon system, said David

and find their elemental composition. Next they
will send out their Harvester spacecraft to carry
several tons of material at a time from an asteroid
to their processing facilities orbiting the Earth.
Bringing an entire asteroid into close orbit
around the Earth would be risky, said Bindley
Johnson, program executive of the Near-Earth
Object Observation Program for NASA.
“The asteroids that will be mined weigh
10 to 20 tons,” Andrews said. “You don’t want
to bring them anywhere near Earth. You might
lose control and destroy a few cities.”
Carrying small pieces of asteroid makes the
operation safer. If material were to get loose, it
would burn up within the Earth’s atmosphere,
Gump said. Small amounts of loose asteroid
rubble enter the Earth’s atmosphere every day

Gump, CEO of Deep Space Industries.

and never impact the Earth.
“The processing facilities are going to be

Deep Space Industries’ initial prospecting
missions will involve sending up a small robotic

primarily robotic, but I’m a big believer in op
posable thumbs,” Gump said.

spacecraft, nicknamed the Firefly, into space.
Robotic missions will target near-Earth asteroids

However, mining in space could be dangerous
for astronauts. In a 2012 study by Andrews’ class.

PREVIOUS PAGE: Even though mining in space is

dangerous, astronauts need to monitor the robots
that would mine asteroids, said David Gump,
director of Deep Space Industries. Astronauts could
get the chance to land on asteroids every 8 to io
years.
ABOVE LEFT: The Firefly, a spacecraft designed by

Deep Space Industries, will fly one-way to asteroids
and identify their composition and velocity to
determine how feasible the asteroid would be to
mine. (Rendition courtesy of Deep Space Industries)
ABOVE RIGHT: The Harvester, designed by Deep

Space Industries, will collect materials to continue
space missions and ultimately export resources
such as rare metals back to Earth. (Rendition
courtesy of Deep Space Industries)
RIGHT: Many of the computer chips in electronic

devices contain platinum metals. When Earths
supply depleted, mining asteroids could provide a
continued supply.
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the possible dangers of manned lunar mining
missions were considered.
“There are lots of things on the moon that
will kill you: natural radiation, solar flares, galactic
cosmic radiation — and moon dust itself could
be toxic. We don’t know,” Andrews said. “If you
were out there in a suit without protection, you
would boil off in the day and at night you would
freeze solid.”
Astronauts could get the opportunity to
land on asteroids once every 8 to 10 years. They
would then be on the asteroid for three years,
surviving in nuclear-powered bases, before
receiving a chance to come home.
Processing asteroids is complicated and
robots can make mistakes if not monitored
directly by humans, Gump said.
Asteroids with a high content of platinum
group metals, water and nickel-iron are called
carbonaceous chondrites and are the main
interest of mining operations, Andrews said.
Hydrogen and other volatiles, such as helium,
obtained from the carbonaceous chondrites
would be used as propellant to extend the life
and enhance the abilities of communication
satellites. They would also provide water and fuel
to settlements in space, Gump said.

“THERE ARE LOTS OF
THINGS ON THE MOON
THAT WILL KILL YOU:
NATURAL RADIATION,
SOLAR FLARES,
GALACTIC COSMIC
RADIATION — AND
MOON DUST ITSELF
COULD BE TOXIC”
DANA ANDREWS

THE PLANET

Carbonaceous chondrites are more fragile
and easier to crush than more metallic asteroids.
“We [Deep Space Industries] got metallic
meteorite samples and sent them off to a pro
cessing company to turn them into powder for
experiments,” Gump said. “When the powder came
back, they were apologetic and said that about
30 percent of the powder was the grinding tool
that destroyed itself trying to turn the meteorite
into powder.”
The technology needed to collect and process
asteroids is still a work in progress. NASA develops
the technology that will further exploration but
will not be directly involved in asteroid mining,
Johnson said.
“If we are going to industrialize space, it s
going to have to be done by industry. The govern
ment is not going to do it,” Andrews said.
It is uncertain if private mining companies
will comply with existing space treaties when it
comes to laying claim to asteroids for resourcing,
Johnson said.
The 1967 Outer Space Treaty, the govern
ing document for international space law, only
applies to governments of countries. It does not
apply to private sector companies, Andrews said.
“If you land there and you occupy it, you
own it,” Andrews said. “It’s going to be interest
ing when the first private company lands on the
moon [or asteroid], puts up a shack and says,
‘Okay, I own it.’”
Eventually law and order will move out into
the asteroid field, Andrews said.
A system for claiming asteroids should be
worked out by nations and companies that are
putting effort into prospecting and exploring
asteroids, Gump said. However, he and Deep
Space Industries want whatever system evolves
to come after technology is developed.
Deep Space Industries plans to launch their
first spacecraft into Earth orbit at the end of
2015 and they will send their first deep space
prospectors, the Fireflies, at the end of 2016.
“We’re going after industrialization,”
Andrews said. “NASA does exploration. We
don’t do flags and footprints.”

TOP: Some asteroids are made of pure metal such as

KENNETH CLARKSON is a sophomore studying

iron, zinc, platinum and cobalt. Private companies such
as Deep Space Industries are developing ways to mine
platinum-based metals from these asteroids.

journalism at Western Washington University.
Three things he enjoys other than writing are the
Baltimore Orioles, making music and permaculture design systems.

BOTTOM: The Arkyd Series lOO space telescope is on

engineering prototype developed by Seattle-based
company Planetary Resources. This telescope will allow
the company to prospect, or “scope out, ” asteroids for
mining potential and will be the first space telescope
within economic reach of the private citizen.

JAKE PARRISH is a visual journalism and English

double-major hailing from the Northwest. His
biggest passion in life is documenting the human
condition through the frames of photographs and
words.
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BEYOND THE TRAILHEAD
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As youths spend more time in front of a screen, finding avenues for meaningful outdoor
experiences is becoming more critical. In Whatcom County, Washington, trail building is being
used to get young people outside and involved in the community, but as with any outdoor
activity, the possible environmental impacts should also be considered.
STORY & PHOTOS Alex Withrow and David Waugh
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EATURED MULTIMEDIA STORIES

EDUCATION OUTDOORS

FOOD FROM THE FOREST

Extending lessons beyond their classrooms,
local middle school students head outdoors for
hands-on lessons in ecology, watershed science

While foraging may no longer be vital for

and civic engagement. Taught by Huxley College
environmental education students, the middle
school students benefit from this program that

survival, there are still those who choose to
gather ingredients from the land. Whether it
be for pleasure or nutrition, the act is still very
much alive.

complements their standard science education.
STORY & VIDEO Evelyn Sisk and Emily Petrovski

■ FOR MORE

STORY & VIDEO Demi Cavanaugh and Kolton Kirkendoll

' ■ ■

Visit the Planet website at http://planet.wwu.edu for exclusive online stories, additonal photographs
and other content, ft

The problem is no longer that with every pair of
hands that comes into the world there comes a
hungry stomach. Rather, it is that attached to
those hands are sharp elbows.
53
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